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Full Color Illustrations To those who know
Warwickshire well it will be unnecessary
to either sing its praises, as not only one of
the most historic but also one of the most
fascinating of middleEngland shires, or to
urge its claims for the consideration of
those who love the fair, open country,
winding roads, and pleasant hills and vales.
This county, of whose beauty poets from
almost time immemorial have sung,
possesses an added interest beyond the
romantic elements afforded by its history,
its magnificent survivals of bygone ages in
castles, manorhouses, churches, and other
domestic buildings, in that it is the land of
Shakespeare. Around this beautiful district
of England still hangs some of the unfading
glamour which comes from the association
with it of great deeds and great names;
from amongst the latter of which that of the
nations poet stands out with undimmed
lustre as the centuries pass away. The
wealth of material which confronts both the
writer and the artist who seeks to depict
with pen and brush some of the most
salient features of the county is so
embarrassing that selection becomes a task
of extreme difficulty. What to leave out
presents itself as a most pressing problem,
not easily solved; for, alas! space is not
elastic; and even when the question is in a
measure disposed of, it is still pregnant
with regrets for the many beautiful things,
historic places, scenes, and incidents which
have had to be omitted for lack of space.
To those who know the county only as one
of Englands central shires, perhaps the
book may give sufficient pleasure to induce
them to visit the places described. C. H.
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